
          
                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

              

              
 

organizes in cooperation with 

SLOVAK CONDITIONING TRAINERS ASSOCIATION  
 

at the  
Faculty of Arts  

of Matej Bel University in Banská Bystrica  
 

 

on November 21st 2014  
International Scientific Conference 

Fitness Training in 2014 
 

Thematic Field: 

1. Fitness training in collective sports 

2. Fitness training in individual sports 

3. Sports training and diagnostics 

 

Conference Fee: 

Active participants - 30 € for each presentation (active participants receive a peer-reviewed scientific 

anthology containing all the papers from the conference, refreshments and lunch / if interested, cost of each 

additional lunch is 3 €). 

Participants with no presentation - 5 € (can participate in presentations, will receive a peer-reviewed 

scientific anthology containing all the papers from the conference and refreshments) 

All the presentations will be published in the official peer-reviewed scientific anthology. 

 

 

 



Paper Modification Instructions: 
Papers in the extent of 6 - 15 pages A5 (including the list of references) can be written in Slovak, Czech or 
English language (in Word). 
  
Template of the Paper: 
Title: bold letters, uppercase, centered (11) 
Name: bold letters, uppercase, centered (9) 
Workplace: italics, centered (8) 
Key words: regular letters (9), title in bold letters, uppercase (9) 
Introduction: bold letters, uppercase (9) 
Problem: bold letters, uppercase (9) 
Goal, task (hypotheses): bold letters, uppercase (9) 
Methodics: bold letters, uppercase (9) 
Outcomes: bold letters, uppercase (9) 
Conclusion: bold letters, uppercase (9) 
List of references: bold letters, uppercase (9) - list according to the standards 
Summary: bold letters, uppercase (9) - 10 - 15 lines 
Font: Arial (9) 
Line spacing: single, text alignment - according to the margin 
Margins: 2 cm each 
Designation of tables and figures according to the applicable standards.  
 

Deadlines: 

Electronic application must be received before October 1st 2014. Electronic application here: 

Electronic application for the conference (FOR THE AUTHORS).  

Electronic application for the AUDIENCE. 

 

Submission of the papers in following format (prispevok1surnameKT2014.doc, example 

prispevok1pupisKT2014.doc, or prispevok2pupisKT2014.docx) before: November 1st 2014 to: 

martina.tokarova@umb.sk 

 

Payment of conference fee:  either directly at the conference before the presentation or on account 

(2750357753/0200)  

Payment of conference fee on account:   

IBAN number:   SK9602000000002750357753 
SWIFT code:  SUBASKBX 
Variable symbol (VS):  21112014 
Constant symbol (CS) :  0308 
You need to state the following in the message for the recipient: konf.popl.surname (example - 

konf.popl.pupis): before November 4th 2014  

 
Organizing Committee: 
Doc.PaedDr. Martin Pupiš, PhD. 
PaedDr. Jaroslav Kompán, PhD. 
Mgr. Juraj Kremnický, PhD. 
PhDr. Miroslav Sližik, PhD. 
PaedDr. Zuzana Pupišová, PhD. 
PaedDr. Martina Tokárová 

Scientific committee: 
prof. PaedDr. Ivan Čillík, CSc. 
prof. PaedDr. Ľudmila Jančoková, CSc. 
Assoc. Prof. Aleksandar Raković, PhD. 
doc. PaedDr. Martin Pupiš, PhD. 
doc. PaedDr. Jaroslav Broďáni, PhD. 
Assoc. Prof. Ratko Pavlović, Ph.D. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dHUyZDN0elN0bk40dmNrNy1HTlp5Rmc6MQ
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dG5GakpLMVdsZzZoUnR6UFppR1pVa3c6MQ
mailto:martina.tokarova@umb.sk
http://www.fhv.umb.sk/app/user.php?user=cillik


          
                   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

              

 
We are looking 

forward to welcoming 

you! 

 

                   
 



Contact: 
PaedDr. Martin Pupiš, PhD. 
DPES of the Faculty of Arts of MBU BB 
Tajovského 40 
97401 Banská Bystrica 
phone: 00421-903-689368 
email: martin.pupis@umb.sk 

mailto:martin.pupis@umb.sk

